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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Basic Consideration 

Education cannot be separated from prosecution human life. Obtaining 

education needs is felt essential for life and development of a nation. Experts’ 

supplies, have been owned, but the implementation of development of creativity 

so as to produce high productivity is not widely found .In this relationship 

especially the implementation of development in the fields of education. 

Development success in the fields of education many determined by a 

variety of factors .Among them are the arrangement the implementation of the 

teaching and learning in class who constituting the nucleus of education .Because 

with the learning process can develop knowledge , skills and attitudes and value in 

personality students . 

Talking about education, obviously many things that became the deciding 

factor in making policies in order to produce a high-quality education. One was 

the organizer of education itself, such as the Government, teachers, students, 

parents and the community. It is these components must have the same 

commitment to creating a conducive atmosphere of education, stable and high 

quality 

High quality of course become the main target in the end of a process of 

education .The final process of education in this education implemented in 

schools a priority all parties .Many ways that has been taken so that the process is 

going well .Among them are granting matter of learning which relevant and 
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adapted to the level of understanding of the characteristics and the object of 

students as the first and foremost in education. 

To achieve a pattern good teaching , need to improvement in the 

implementation of the teaching and learning .For in fact a studied manner sit , 

listen , note and memorized still tends to practice by teachers to the learning 

process in the class .This has to be renewed by efforts to improve student learning 

way active that is one of the alternatives , because most cases in learning English 

where teachers still tended to dominate the course of learning process and students 

more stay silent , listen to , even students who pretends to hear , students forced 

for memorization , and less driven to understanding the concept by processing and 

find your own .This it should be realized by the teachers who just let passive 

students to the learning process , but the teacher have to try to create an activity of 

learning which focuses more on liveliness students to the learning process .  

It cannot be denied most students very difficult to accept English lesson 

.All of this is rarely turned into a hatred of anything that deals with English .In 

addition a learning process that still in domination by teachers and the use of a 

bad method make students less motivated to learn that result on the outcome of 

very low student learning .Because sometimes we forget not always true if there 

was a view that a teacher who has mastered of materials with the good will by 

itself able to teach it well  

One way is by applying handle problems above skill or strategy which is 

not too stiff , monotonous , let alone impressed very serious to the learning 

process .For the psychological state of different students between one with 
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another , also to be a thing a major influence in the learning process of learning 

and motivation had increased .If the motivation of learning start waking up , 

would directly influence the outcome and student learning .So that should be used 

not monotonic strategy and should be consistent with the objectives to be 

achieved . 

Hence in creating the mood so, someone teachers as maximum as possible can 

give attention, can create a volition, perseverance, and independence on the self-

students needed skill from teachers itself, so happen interaction of learning and 

teaching good . 

The application of the skill of teaching effectively can be measured based 

on several indicators like the ability to ask, the ability to give the strengthening of 

, the ability to explain , the ability to make variations , the ability of open and 

close a lesson , the ability to manage the class , and the ability to guide a small 

group discussions and the ability of teaching groups and individuals in any 

process of learning ( hamid darmadi , 2009, p. 1 ) 

Talk about the skill of teaching, teachers and students should know the 

entire character know adjust in the sense of students understand the behavior itself 

. . it is not in spite of teaching and learning activity that eventually leads to study 

results .Study results expected of course study results are satisfactory . 

Optimal achieve a result of learning that is something that is not easy for 

every individual similarly experienced by students .For it , there are several 

factors that must be considered by educators , any one of them will be discussed 

further in this research is the skill of teaching .According to the perception of 
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English students dull and scary, rarely do when given the work of the house , 

rarely make notes or a summary, if only copy of a friend makes an assignment , 

and still lack of learning outcomes. Reality found most students choose the 

teacher generally exciting or fun and easily understandable taught material or 

understood, because subjects could be accepted if indigestible students and 

teachers have a good teaching skills, so that the process of teaching and learning 

and the purpose of learning will be achieved with good. 

Based on the condition above. The writers formulate the title as follows 

“Students’ Perception on English teacher skill at SMK Paramita”  

Problem Identify 

As has been described previously, hence writers formulate some of the 

problems associated with this research, including:  

The application of the skill of teaching effectively it is rare apply by teachers. 

Research Questions  

Based on the above explanation, then the author formulates the problems 

arising as follows,” how the Students Perception on English teacher skill at SMK 

PARAMITA?” 

The Scope of Study 

To limit the scope of study, the writer will only discuss such as follows: 

a. This study will be done in the second grade of SMK Paramita especially 

nursing and networking class in the academic year 2015/2016 

b. This study talk about the implementation of the eight skill of teaching  

c. The writer used the questionnaire item in measuring the data of each skill. 
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Aims of Study 

This study is aimed to determining the implication of eight skill of 

teaching based on student perception     

The Significance of Research  

The advantage that is expected of this research is: 

 For teachers, is expected to provide a positive discourse so could pay more 

attention of teaching skills so that the student teaching and learning more 

active as a result learning outcomes will increase. 

 For the students, expected to trigger creativity learning and to be more 

proactive in a learning process so that it can be created communication, 

both teachers with students or the student with students in any process of 

learning in the classroom. 

 For schools, is expected to become the basis of information and its input in 

order improve the quality of teachers to teach. 

 For researchers, can improve their knowledge and competence yourself as 

teacher cadet by taking into account the skill of teaching good. 


